THE COLLABORATIVE COMPOSER
by Nigel Clarke
Back in 2014 I found myself on the composers’ Question and Answer panel of the College Band
Directors National Association (CBDNA) at the University of North Florida. I remarked that it was a
rare opportunity for me to address a room packed full of conductors and college-band directors, and
as a composer perhaps also a good business opportunity to line up a few commissions for the future!
My subsequent declaration that I was not interested in writing any of them a new commissioned work
seemed to cause some amusement in the auditorium. I qualified my position by saying that I only
ever wrote music for people with whom I had built a long-term musical relationship. As an example
I mentioned my good friend Dr Reed Thomas, Director of Bands at Middle Tennessee State
University, as the one person in the room at that moment in time that I was sure I would be interested
in writing for. Reed and I met for the first time in early 2010 at another CBDNA event, but it is only
now, five years later, that I have written him a new work.
My best compositions have (nearly) always resulted from long-term collaboration with conductors,
performers, composers, directors, authors and ensembles in the many different genres with which
I work. I have never enjoyed simply writing a work on request: I prefer to be more hands-on, and I love
the two-way (and sometimes multilateral) interaction of ideas that happens when you get excited about
stuff with other people. Something unexpected always emerges, and the end result is usually better than
you could have ever imagined on your own. To view commissions as a way to climb up the career ladder
and get noticed is, in my view, short-sighted. However talented a composer is, he or she is missing a
trick by treating every contact with potential commissioners as a ‘target of opportunity’. For me this
type of pushiness is not only behaving badly; it can also compromise the creative process itself – it’s the
difference between buying an off-the-peg suit versus one that is fully tailor-made.
My longest-standing musical collaborator has been the violinist Peter Sheppard Skærved, going
back over nearly thirty years. In that time I have written Peter two violin concertos, a handful of
solo violin works and five string-orchestra pieces. We never stop exchanging musical ideas when
we’re together. The freedom to experiment is key to the success of our collaboration. We certainly
take Beethoven’s advice seriously in an 1812 ‘note to self ’ in his Tagebuch ‘Every day share a meal
with musicians, where one might discuss instruments and techniques and such’.1
1 Maynard Solomon, Beethoven Essays, Harvard University Press, Cambridge (Mass.), 1990, p. 257.
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Other long-standing collaborations have been with Belgian conductor Luc Vertommen in brassband music, with Matthew J. George (from the University of St Paul) for whom I have written four
works to date and with the late James Watson, the foremost British trumpet-player and conductor of
brass bands. In film scoring, I have had a productive long-term collaborative partnership with the British
composer Michael Csányi-Wills. In the wind-orchestral arena my piece Samurai is another example
of collaboration. I wrote the piece back in 1997 for Timothy Reynish and the Royal Northern College
of Music (RNCM) Wind Orchestra, and it was premiered at the WASBE conference in Hamamatsu,
Japan. It was my first wind-orchestra piece, and Tim gave me the opportunity to work closely with the
musicians. I was able to conduct the first run-through and had the luxury of making alterations and
returning to try them out, before Tim finally took over the conducting. This approach is one that I still
like to use today. I particularly enjoy the first rehearsal and interacting with the musicians to get the most
out of the music.
For me, the composer is like a master tailor who must understand the style that will best suit the
performer. On some occasions, the tailor must try to convince the client to choose a more adventurous
style. In the course of the project the suit must be adjusted to ensure a perfect fit. Ultimately the client has
to feel good in his/her new clothes or the outfit will remain on the hanger. In short, conducting the first
run through of Samurai with the RNCM students was like the first fitting and the outcome was a few ‘nips
and tucks’ here and there.
With so much music already in existence, I believe that composers need to ask themselves these
questions:
• What am I writing for?
• Who am I writing for?
• Does my music have any importance or function in today’s society?
Today we have so many distractions in our daily lives and have surrounded ourselves with background
noise: in every sports-bar, restaurant, from our home to the shopping centre we can hear a backing track
of music. The music of today is like fast food – a quick dose of comfort-sound. Our musical diet needs to
become more nutritious.
I have always admired Sir Michael Tippett, whom I had the privilege to meet at the Royal Academy
of Music in London in 1984. Tippett questioned the role of music in today’s society:
I am a composer. That is someone who imagines sounds, creating music from the inner world of the
imagination. The ability to experience and communicate this inner world is a gift. Throughout history,
society has recognised that certain men/women possess this gift and has accorded them a special place.
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But if such men – poets if you like – are honoured, are the products of their imagination of any real
value to the society which honours them? Or are we, particularly at this point in history, deluding
ourselves that this may be so?2

In my view we need to recalibrate the meaning of music in our lives, and collaboration is an excellent
starting point to achieving this end.
An earlier version of this article appeared in WASBE World, Vol. 7, No. 2, June 2014, pp. 15–19.
2 Moving into Aquarius, Paladin, London, 1974, p. 148.

WORKING WITH NIGEL CLARKE
by Peter Sheppard Skærved
The past 150 years of string-writing have been distinguished by composers who were not stringplayers, offering new vistas and energy for violinists, violists, cellists and bassists, perhaps because
they are unfettered by too restrictive a relationship with bow and fingerboard. Nigel Clarke has been
fascinated with the possibilities of the string ensemble for the whole trajectory of his career. He began
his career as a trumpeter, but early on in his work as a composer was drawn to the virtuoso and
colouristic possibilities of string instruments, resulting in solo works for cello, violin and viola, which
have an important relationship to his extensive output for multiple strings.
The works recorded here mark the earliest and most recent manifestations of that fascination.
In 2000 his The Miraculous Violin, written for me to play with I Solisti di Zagreb, was also written for
the thirteen-player lay-out which continues to fascinate him. Initially, this line-up consisted of seven
violins, three violas, two cellos and double-bass, but in the past few years Nigel has been drawn to
an 8:2:2:1 configuration. The intense encounter with the famous Croatian ensemble, built in a series
of workshops and repeat performances, brought him into close contact with the eastern European
tradition of virtuoso string-ensemble playing, which has left a mark on all his subsequent string
works.
It is important to note the distinction between string-orchestra and ensemble writing; this
ensemble does not function in sections. All the players are soloists, independent entities, and part of
the joy of playing and listening to this music is the way that they switch and change allegiances, in
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addition to the myriad colour-effects which are possible with each player acting as an independent entity.
Nigel is well-known as a composer of spectacular works for symphonic wind orchestra and brass band;
he also applies this ensemble technique to these media. He does not write for conventional symphonic
or chamber orchestra combinations, but there’s a real sense that the wind and string explorations really
influence each other – the colouristic and virtuoso experimentation which he has carried out in both fields
have had reciprocal impact
Our collaboration began at the same moment as we discovered our shared fascination with divided
strings, as undergraduate students at the Royal Academy of Music. We came from very different
standpoints regarding string-writing. I had long been absorbed with the extraordinary mechanisms of
works such as Vivaldi Op. 3, No. 10, Bach’s Third ‘Brandenburg’ Concerto, the Mendelssohn Octet and
the Enrico Graf van Wassanaer Sei Concerti Armonici. Nigel was looking very closely at the works that had
emerged from Polish composers in the years after the Second World War, most particularly Penderecki’s
Threnody for the Victims of Hiroshima, Lutosławski’s Preludes and Fugue and Panufnik’s Arbor Cosmica.
The result of these first discussions was Nigel’s Parnassus 1, named for my eponymous ensemble of
the day. This group played without conductor but, initially, there seemed no way that such a piece (relying
on many cues) could be played without direction, and Nigel conducted early performances (in London
and at the Ryedale Festival). But it soon became apparent that the work functioned very well – in fact,
gained in energy – if the impetus and direction came from within the ensemble, and the first performance
without conductor was given at the Purcell Room in January 1988 as part of the Park Lane Group series
that year. An important element of this piece, which was developed both in the compositional/workshop
process, and in rehearsals afterwards, was the possibility of generating much instrumental energy from
this comparatively small group from a sort of frictional interchange between adjacent players playing
contrary but related material; it seemed to produce a sort of ensemble ‘fire-making’, and the results of
the first ‘ignition’ audible at the beginning of Parnassus can be heard in all of Nigel’s subsequent stringwriting. This piece was the beginning of a long-term collaboration, for me, a benchmark against which to
measure all my subsequent work with composers.
The layout of Parnassus affected everything that Nigel would write for strings later. The thirteen
players (seven violins, three violas, two cellos and double-bass) are arranged in a semi-circle, with the
bass on the end (not behind: I was always surprised to see that Lutosławski used the semi-circular layout,
but ‘hid’ the double-bass). This layout enables effects such as ricocheting pizzicato and saltandi to sweep
from left to right and right to left. The three lower instruments are most prominent as soloists, with
philosophising recitatives at various points.
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I think it is fair to say that Nigel and I learnt as we went along. The collaboration began, in the
traditional place, in the rehearsal room, and only gradually found its way ‘behind the workshop door’.
Initially, this more ‘transgressive’ practice (and by that I mean, where the performer has a direct impact on
the material as it is created), began with conversations over coffee, and eventually found its way into the
workroom, to the blank sheet of paper, the ‘what are we going to do?’, which is at the heart of collaboration.
Later, we started using a broad variety of test-beds, ranging from improvisational workshops with varying
groups of players to presenting unfinished elements of pieces to a variety of audiences, from the ensembles
with which we expected to play the piece to non-string players, gauging their reactions, listening to their
ideas.
Encouraged by the British Council, we were able to take this approach further, and explore
environments and deeper questions, of identity, of history, of politics as part of the processes around
Nigel’s composing. So the ‘workshop’ came to include time spent in the Balkans, the Far East, in Latin
America, ‘hunting the piece’. This ‘hunting process’, which continues to this day, includes just as much
coffee as before, but in plethora of different environments, whether a ruined castle in Croatia, or a
dusty museum store-room in the Gobi desert. But in all of our travel overseas, there was a nagging
frustration that we had not found a way of doing this research and development back home in the UK.
An introduction to the artists Joanna Jones and Clare Smith, founders of DAD (Dover Arts Development),
changed all that, offering the chance to reflect on home turf (Nigel grew up in Margate in Kent); the results
were Dogger, Fisher, German Bight, Humber, Thames, Dover, Wight 3 and Pulp and Rags 4.
They are collaborative works in another way, too, being the first shared projects with the Danish
writer and poet, Malene Skærved (my wife). The most recent of these, A Richer Dust, is a 50-minute long
monodrama for speaker and symphonic wind orchestra. The two works recorded here were commissioned
from Nigel and Malene by Dover Arts Development (DAD). This was part of DAD’s ‘War and Peace’
project, which ran in 2012–13. The three of us spent time exploring Dover’s history, giving workshops in
schools, talking to local people and soaking up the unique atmosphere and landscape of the town.
Dogger, Fisher, German Bight, Humber, Thames, Dover, Wight is, a ‘diptych’ of Malene’s poem and
Nigel’s music, bound together by recorded sound from Dover beach; it was premiered in the ‘Maison
Dieu’ in Dover, on 11 October 2013. It is the first of Nigel’s string works to use pre-recorded sound,
woven into the orchestra by sound effects from the players themselves, using rain-sticks and fingerclicks. The piece is full of references to the sea: echoes of Benjamin Britten’s ‘Four Sea Interludes’ and
Debussy’s La Mer can be heard. There’s a fantastic storm-scene in the middle, which uses many of
the ‘box techniques’ – organised free-floating musical cells – which Nigel first evolved in Parnassus.
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Through this maelstrom soars J. B. Dykes’s hymn-tune ‘Melita’ (better known as the ‘Navy Hymn’),
which sets a text by William Whiting:
Eternal Father, strong to save,
Whose arm hath bound the restless wave,
Who bidd’st the mighty ocean deep
Its own appointed limits keep:
O hear us when we cry to thee,
For those in peril on the sea.
There’s a double link here: Britten used this hymn in the storm scene in Noyes Fludde in 1957. But it’s fair
to say that the piece expresses something deeply personal for Nigel. His father was a Margate lifeboatman,
decorated for bravery.
Pulp and Rags, the second work to emerge from the DAD ‘War and Peace’ project, is also linked to a
poem by Malene Skærved. It has been fascinating to watch how Nigel’s collaborative instinct manifested
itself in relationship to a writer, his fascination with the interchange of ideas, colours and textures, and
how these interests found their way into both outcomes.
Pulp and Rags is a joyful showpiece for strings, inspired by the machinery of the lost Buckland Paper
Mill, on the outskirts of Dover, which closed in 2000 after 230 years of production. Techniques which
Nigel first used in Parnassus re-emerge in this piece, most particularly spatial-rhythmic pizzicato, flying
around the arc of the group, and with new sonorities, such as the fingerboard slaps at the beginning, and
the driving, Michael Jackson-like bass line which powers much of the piece.
Much of the exploration that the three of us undertook in Dover did not lead directly to anything
tangible in the resulting music and writing. Nonetheless, the enormous contrasts we experienced
researching the project built bore fruit in the colour and heft of the pieces and the poetry; inspiration
ranged from the astonishing underground military spaces of the Drop Redoubt and the Grand Shaft,
through to the creativity of school children of all ages, talking about their lives, improvising, drawing,
dancing, storytelling.
The Scarlet Flower 2 was written as a memorial to Edith Cavell, the British Nurse executed by firing
squad at the ‘National Rifle Range’ (‘Tir National’) in the Schaerbeek district in Brussels, on 15 October
1915. The dramatic structure of the piece owes much to the linked poem by Martin Westlake, reproduced
on p. 9. Martin has collaborated with Nigel for some years, and provided poetry for his Storm Surge for
symphonic wind orchestra (2013).
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The solo part was inspired by the expressive virtuosity of Sébastien Rousseau, whom Nigel has
described as ‘the voice of Cavell in my work. She is depicted at various moments as heroic, introspective,
defiant and sometimes frightened, but ultimately resigned to her fate’.1 While Nigel was working on the
piece, we visited the Brussels shooting butts, now a cemetery, where Edith Cavell died. It was an irongrey, cold December day and, humbled at this horrific site, we talked quietly of what could or should
be represented in the piece, and how it might be done. The ending of Brahms’ C minor Quartet, Op. 60,
found its way into the conversation. This work was partially inspired by Goethe’s The Sorrows of Young
Werther (1774), which ends with the suicide of the hero. Brahms’ finale evaporates into near silence before
the music is curtailed by gunshots. There’s more than an echo of this in the ragged fusillade with which
Nigel ends The Scarlet Flower.
In the course of preparing this score for performance, Nigel and I discussed the seventeenth-century
practice of the imitation of trumpet fanfares on solo violin (this technique can be found in works by Biber,
Walther and Vitali, to name just a few). A new version of the flugel-horn solo which opens The Scarlet
Flower emerged, reworked for muted violin. I premiered this work, Epitaph for Edith Cavell 5, in April
2015 at the National Portrait Gallery, only a few paces from Sir George Frampton’s ‘Cavell Memorial’
in St Martin’s Place. The sculpture is inscribed with Cavell’s last words, to the chaplain who gave her
communion before her execution: ‘Patriotism is not enough. I must have no hatred or bitterness for
anyone’. For both of us, these words have become indelibly linked to this Epitaph for Edith Cavell, which
serves as envoi for this recording.
Preparing this disc, and returning to the performing materials for Parnassus, gave the composer and
me an opportunity to reflect on how his language and approach have changed in the intervening years.
The most important difference is perhaps the most prosaic. In 1987, when the final version of Parnassus
was prepared, composers prepared scores by hand, and in Nigel’s case, he wrote the set of parts out as
well. Part of the excitement of this score is the exuberant calligraphy; the punch of the opening of this
piece is expressed so well by the counterpoint of handwriting leaping from the page. This opening was a
fantastic place for Nigel to begin a long-term exploration of string ensemble writing, in which it has been
my pleasure to play a small part.

1 E-mail to me, December 2013.
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2 The Scarlet Flower

by Martin Westlake

The priest leaves and the guards lock the door, shaking their heads.
Matron Cavell sits straight-backed on the wooden chair
(So recently an altar) and tidies her nightgown.
She places her hands on her knees, stares down at the herring bone parquet
And frowns in momentary calculation.
Six hours remain to her – six hours.
Her life’s little day is ebbing swiftly to its close.
Her affairs are in order, her letters are written,
Her clock is bequeathed, her soul is prepared.
There will be no fear or shrinking and certainly no weeping;
For the gas light burns all night and the guards check regularly.
She smiles at the flowers her girls had sent her,
Now faded and wilted in the cell’s enamel jug.
She kneels, joins her hands,
And gazes at the crucifix on the wall.
Cast thy heart firmly on the Lord,
And fear not the judgment of men.
If it be Thy will I should be in darkness
Be Thou blessed.
The guards’ voices echo in the prison corridor.
She raises a trembling hand to the stern, pale brow
Where a scarlet flower will blossom
Later that same morning.
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3 Dogger, Fisher, German Bight, Humber, Thames, Dover, Wight
by Malene Skaerved

Dubrās Dubris – waters – Dufras Douvres
Cinque Ports – Dover Sandwich Hastings Romney & Hythe
Dour River
‘There is something special in the waters’
War, Peace, Conflict, Defences
Nature, Industry, Factory
Creation
‘It was boring; repetitive work’
Ashford, Folkestone, Deal, Hythe, St Margaret’s-at-Cliffe, Tenterden
‘When we reached Dover (with France across the water)
my mother changed
She was no longer English’
Elham, Hawkinge, Kingsdown, Lydden, Lyminge, Lympne,
‘I love the sea, the cliffs, the birds, the walks
And people
That’s where I walk my dog’
Flooding – Cliffs falling – seawall gone; Seaweed makes great fertiliser
Saltwood, Sandgate, Sellindge, Walmer, Wye
‘Docking and passing through’
Dover belongs to everyone
‘There’ll be bluebirds over
the white cliffs of Dover
Tomorrow
Just you wait and see’
Pilgrims ‘cantered’ to Dover en route to Canterbury
The touch of Saint Richard’s bowels
The Kist at St Edmund’s Chapel
Skeleton exposed
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‘Dover: changed, destroyed, abandoned, rebuilt’
Flint, once under pounded earth and straw
Now bared
Leper’s stoop closed up
Meaning lost
‘Amongst ruination lies Roman Painted House’
Metal structures
War tunnels stripped of plywood
Stone walls cold without travellers’ hangings
Weather Wind Waves
‘If you ever see clear sky in Dover, it’s a trick of the eye
It always rains
On a clear day, the sea blue
France is visible’
Its castle shields the town from incessant wind
‘The town is lit up at night by harbour and lighthouse’
‘When fog comes in, I need a torch to find my car’
Through millennia Dover awaited sea assault – most lately, Romans, Vikings, French
Faceless enemies
William Conqueror, William Bastard marched behind to burn the town, then rebuild
The French attacked
Christmas Day 1914 the first shell exploded near the Castle
‘What would the French want with Dover?’
(French tourist teenager enquires)
William’s Castle grew Warfare changed
Military groined beneath: Barracks Secret tunnels
1991, the soldiery withdrew, leaving a dead castle, dusty barracks, damp tunnels
Once a dangerous, secret lair, now a tourist trap
(Hundreds of women worked alongside the men)
‘The tunnels lacked facilities for the women –
only one loo, the room with a view (and a queue)’
During the retreat, the beaches flooded with our own
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Two hundred thousand
Casualties of war, heroes (under Vice-Admiral Ramsey)
‘It is said that Hitler ordered Dover Castle spared
Wanted his victory banquet Royal style
When he conquered England
Like Henry (more French than English) He would look home over the water
(land gained, later lost)’
It sounds right and so it must be true
German sea-plane crashing in the sea, Air raids nightly
3059 alerts, 216 civilians lost, 10,056 buildings damaged
The Hellfire Corner
(Still ferries, ocean liners, fishing boats…)
‘When one layer is destroyed, another is revealed
What else lies under our feet?’
A mural over-painted and over-,
revealing the beginning
Buckland housing estate, railway, Saxon graves revealed
Bench Street Underpass, Bronze-age boat, up, a ways from the sea
Flint, chalk, coal
‘No one dares dig for new buildings
For fear of finding the Past’
– Romans Saxons Norman Vikings Huguenots (Visitors Immigration Refugees) – Garrison against the
French Jewish Polish European (West South North East)
Dover’s value rises and falls with importance and population
‘Relying on volunteers (with lack of funding)’
Sinkers, sailors, smugglers, fishermen, teachers, doctors, generals, officers, soldiers
bankers, priests, knights, kings, HM Revenue & Customs
‘Sometimes it is scary to pass groups of men
who try to tip my bicycle over’
Lead coins (tokens, tallies) working through the topsoil
Spindles, jewels, swords, spears, knife
An empty grave: peasant or Christian
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Chemicals, modern ploughs, dissolve, crumble the past
‘Dover is friendly and kind – filled with live music’
Everyone passed through Dover
Everything passed through Dover
Smugglers’ caves, storage tunnels
A man with a backpack has a quiet talk with a publican (a smuggler?)
– old habits die hard, like rumours – suspicious minds
‘Dover has so many foreigners’
‘We came here for work’
‘For family’
‘For a place to settle’
‘We never moved’
‘My father worked in the papermill’
‘Mine dug coal’
Start on Dover Road at 4am and you’d be in London for supper
The High-speed train takes just an hour (but 35 quid off-peak)
‘They used to do so much, to be so much, in Dover’
Captain Webb (an English gentleman) used breast stroke (21 hours 45 minutes) crossing the English
Channel
The record, (un-European/they say) front crawl,
Trent Grimsey took 6 hours 55 – Yvetta Hlaváčová, 7 hours 25
‘After my swim, sore, tired and greased,
I added my name to the greats on the walls of
the White Horse
Best pint ever’
Fish, fruit, hops, factories
Production line is woman’s work
Parker pens, sewing machines, Buckland Paper mill, bicycles
‘Seven pounds rents you a rod on the pier’
Bass, mackerel, plaice, sole, wrasse, garfish, mullet, black bream, smooth-hound, whiting, codling, dab,
flounder, pout – crabs and lobsters caught (in pots) each night
Six thousand lorries through Dover per day
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It was town of sea bathers and sewage
Four hospitals, the best medical care
‘After a decade of fighting health services decimation,
the town is getting a twenty-one million pound
new hospital’
The death rate was always lower at the coast
Six thousand leaving old Kent for New Zealand
‘Dovorians are dreamers, travellers, ever-changing Townwall Street
connected A2 A20,
took traffic from the city
Cut them off from their sea’
Fort Burgoyne and Breakwater closed, guarded
Blood Red for cupboards, London Green for wood, Dove(r) Blue for doors
Dust, Decay
Just Donald, Mickey and Popeye, drawings left behind on the wall
But others stay
In a school, children dance, tell their stories
A girl finds her voice, listening to a Stradivarius
The children whirl, slow, fast, alone, together
The widower looking for a companion
The widow wanting to dance
Wednesday afternoons at Maison Dieu
Kearsney Abbey, St Edmund’s Chapel, Painted House, Western Heights, Pharos, Dover Castle, Victoria Park
Southwest 4 or 5, increasing to gale 8,
perhaps severe gale 9 later Moderate
or rough Occasional rain
Moderate or good, occasionally poor’
Grand Shaft							
One staircase for Generals with their Ladies
One stair for officers and their Wives
The third: for Soldiers and their women
A quick route to the redoubt, a retreat, not a rout
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– ties the fort to the town –
Shortcut to Snape Street, for brothels and banks
‘No rails, rugged and not for the faint-hearted’
‘The white cliffs can best be seen from the water,
or arriving on the train’
‘The view is spectacular, the height dizzying’
‘An inexpensive memory:
perfect cream tea for the young couple’
‘Dover is – a (hidden) gem’
4 Pulp and Rags

by Malene Skaerved
In Dover. Process, progress.
Paint, paper, picture, pretty – Pulp and Rags
By land – by water – by people.
Chalk and Flint.
SINGING with the machines.
Buckland waters turn rags to pulp.
Girls count the sheets, men carry them.
In and out – Paper twelves meters long (a revolution).
Soldiers march. ‘Who will you kiss tonight?’
More than just a Watermark.
Back home.
The flowers return
Dour waters clear, and spirits sing.
Pulp and Rags recycled.
Forgetting, never-ending.
Going on.
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Nigel Clarke studied composition at the Royal Academy of
Music with Paul Patterson, winning the Josiah Parker Prize
(adjudicated by Sir Michael Tippett) and the Academy’s
highest distinction, the Queen’s Commendation for
Excellence. He gained his Doctor of Musical Arts from
University of Salford. Nigel has previously held positions as
Young Composer in Residence at the Hong Kong Academy
for Performing Arts, Composition and Contemporary
Music Tutor at the Royal Academy of Music, London, Head
of Composition at the London College of Music and Media,
visiting tutor at the Royal Northern College of Music, Associate Composer to the Black Dyke Band,
Associate Composer to the Band of HM Grenadier Guards and Associate Composer to the Royal
Military School of Music, Associate Composer to Brass Band Buizingen (in Belgium) and Composerin-Residence to the Marinierskapel der Koninklijke Marine (Marine Band of the Royal Netherlands
Navy). In 1997 Nigel joined the United States International Visitor Leadership Program sponsored by
the US Information Agency. He is currently Composer to Middle Tennessee State University Bands
and International Composer in Association to the world-famous Grimethorpe Colliery Band in
the UK. More information about Nigel Clarke and his work can be found at www.nigel-clarke.com.
Malene Sheppard Skærved first worked with Nigel Clarke on
Dogger, Fisher, German Bight, Humber, Thames, Dover, Wight
(commissioned by Dover Arts Development (DAD) with a residency
grant from the Arts Council of England) in 2012–13. She has written
biographies of Marlene Dietrich and Hans Christian Andersen.
Her poem ‘Keep Going’, set to music by Australian composer Sadie
Harrison, was premiered at the National Portrait Gallery in April.
Sadie and Malene are currently writing a folk opera, The Charming,
the Beautiful and the Wise. Her creation of a personal mythology
is rooted in people’s use of storytelling in travel, crafts, mysticism
and the day-to-day. Malene Sheppard Skærved teaches writing at
Goldsmiths College, London.
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Peter Sheppard Skærved has worked with Nigel Clarke
for the whole of his of career; this collaboration has been
one of the most important influences on his work as a
violinist. He is the dedicatee of over 400 works for violin,
by composers including Hans Werner Henze, Poul Ruders,
David Matthews, Judith Weir and George Rochberg. Peter
has made over 60 critically acclaimed recordings, including
cycles of sonatas by Tartini and Beethoven, quartets by
Reicha and Tippett, and many of the works written for him,
resulting in a Grammy nomination, and awards from BBC
Music Magazine. Peter is the only musician to have curated
an exhibition at the National Portrait Gallery, London. He has made projects for the British Museum,
the Victoria and Albert Museum, London, and galleries worldwide. He is married to the Danish
writer and poet Malene Skærved, and is the Viotti Lecturer at the Royal Academy of Music, London,
where he was elected Fellow in 2013. Recordings, films, writing and more information can be found
at www.peter-sheppard-skaerved.com.
Sébastien Rousseau studied at the Conservatoire Communal,
Binche, in the class of Franz Robert. He also worked with Olivier
Dufour and Antoine Aquisto, leading trumpeters. In 1998, he
won the ‘Premier Prix’ at the Conservatoire Royal de Bruxelles,
in the class of Hervé Noël. After an injury to his lips, he had to
terminate his studies at the Conservatoire. In 2000 Sébastien joined
Brass Band Buizingen, and with them, he has participated in the
European Championships in Stavanger (2008), Linz (2011) and
Oslo (2013). He was a semi-finalist in the Linz ‘Concours Européen
de Solistes’ and with Brass Band Buizingen, he won ‘Best Soloist’ at
‘Euro Brass Drachten’ (2009) and at the Flemish Open Brass Band
Championship (2008). Parallel to his work as a musician, Sébastien
works as a primary-school teacher. He plays exclusively on a
Courtois Professional AC155–R flugel horn.
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Longbow is a virtuoso string ensemble composed of some of today’s most adventurous players. Their
work is entirely project-based, resulting in critically acclaimed recordings for Toccata Classics, Naxos
and Metier. The members of this international group hail from the USA, Macedonia, Kazakhstan,
Japan, France, Belgium, Canada and the UK. The ensemble’s most recent release, of Hans Werner
Henze, was reviewed by Gramophone as ‘this superb disc’ and was ‘disc of the week’ in The Guardian.
The artistic directors of Longbow are Peter Sheppard Skærved and Nigel Clarke.

Toccata Classics CDs are also available in the shops and can be ordered from our distributors around
the world, a list of whom can be found at www.toccataclassics.com. If we have no representation in your
country, please contact: Toccata Classics, 16 Dalkeith Court, Vincent Street, London SW1P 4HH, UK
Tel: +44/0 207 821 5020 E-mail: info@toccataclassics.com
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Dogger, Fisher, German Bight, Humber, Thames, Dover, Wight and The Scarlet Flower were recorded
on 6 June 2014 at All Saints, Tooting, London SW17; Parnassus and Pulp and Rags were recorded
on 25 June 2015 at All Saints, East Finchley, London N2; Epitaph for Edith Cavell was recorded
on 30 October 2014 at St Michaels, Highgate, London N6
Engineer: Jonathan Haskell, Astounding Sounds
Producer: Peter Sheppard Skærved
Cover photograph of Nigel Clarke: Allan Jenkins
Booklet essays: Nigel Clarke and Peter Sheppard Skærved
Cover design: David M. Baker (dmbaker@me.com)
Design and layout: Paul Brooks (paulmbrooks@virginmedia.com)
The artists would like to thank the people whose generosity made this project possible:
Peter Bale, David Barba and James Pellerito, Jean-Pierre Bendit, Brian Bennett, Stephen Bennett, Andrew
Brown, Russell Burden, James Burn, Carter Callison, Peter Clark, Robert Clarke, Rosemary Clarke, Jeremy
Cope, Uwe Derksen, Dover Arts Development (DAD), Julie Edwards, Hilary Engward, Eynsford Concert
Band, Blaise Heritier, Faith S. L. Johnson, Joanna Jones, Petr Kocanda, Adrian Lovis, Bridget MacRae, Monika
Machon and Richard Bram, Zoe Marks, Petra Matthews-Crow, Linda Merrick, Dick Nieuwenhuis, Heather
Oakley, Simon Partridge, Kimble Perry, Jean Marie Rousseau, Poach my Lobster, Jenny Porter, Jessica Sawyer,
Katrin Schutte, Diana Shaw Clark, Brian Smith, Clare Smith, Kit Smith, Lynette Smith and Richard Bohmer,
Jill Streater, Maria Grazia Tanese, Corsin Tuor, the University of the Creative Arts (UCA), Debra Watson,
Martin Westlake, Patricia White, Neil Wiggins and Marcel Zemp.
Executive producer: Martin Anderson
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Explore Unknown Music with the Toccata Discovery Club
Since you’re reading this booklet, you’re obviously someone who likes to explore music more
widely than the mainstream offerings of most other labels allow. Toccata Classics was set up
explicitly to release recordings of music – from the Renaissance to the present day – that the
microphones have been ignoring. How often have you heard a piece of music you didn’t know
and wondered why it hadn’t been recorded before? Well, Toccata Classics aims to bring this kind
of neglected treasure to the public waiting for the chance to hear it – from the major musical
centres and from less-well-known cultures in northern and eastern Europe, from all the Americas,
and from further afield: basically, if it’s good music and it hasn’t yet been recorded, Toccata
Classics is exploring it.
To link label and listener directly we run the Toccata Discovery Club, which brings its members
substantial discounts on all Toccata Classics recordings, whether CDs or downloads, and also
on the range of pioneering books on music published by its sister company, Toccata Press.
A modest annual membership fee brings you, free on joining, two CDs, a Toccata Press book or a
number of album downloads (so you are saving from the start) and opens up the entire Toccata
Classics catalogue to you, both new recordings and existing releases as CDs or downloads, as
you prefer. Frequent special offers bring further discounts. If you are interested in joining, please
visit the Toccata Classics website at www.toccataclassics.com and click on the ‘Discovery Club’
tab for more details.

